
8 Trends to Follow for a Successful 
Pivot to Virtual Classrooms
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Learn from your peers

The education landscape has changed beyond recognition in the last few months, 
leaving true in-person learning and collaboration (without the social distancing) a 
thing of the past, at least for now. Schools continue to prepare for a new hybrid 
normal that includes an essential mix of flipped lectures and real-time discussions. 
For many, that plan includes video communications.  

In this e-book, learn how schools all over the world are modifying, scaling up or even 
pivoting their use of Mediasite to keep classes going. At Mediasite, we’ve seen a 
tremendous increase in video creation and viewing from instructors and students. 
Let’s get into the numbers. 

IN THIS E-BOOK YOU WILL 

LEARN FROM THE SUCCESS 

OF MEDIASITE CUSTOMERS 

WHO SUCCESSFULLY 

PIVOTED TO VIRTUAL AMID 

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
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Mediasite video use globally 
since the start of the spring 
semester compared to last 
year has seen:

52%
 

MORE LIVE  
VIDEO VIEWS

51%
MORE LIVE  

VIDEOS CREATED

40%
 

MORE VIDEO VIEWS

Virtual Learning  
for Students 
Live and on-demand video lessons + collaborative conference calls 
integrated into your LMS sets instructors up to provide an enhanced 
and personalized learning experience. in order to position yourself for 
the most success, let’s reflect on what the most innovative schools did 
to pivot last spring at the start of the pandemic and what they are doing 
now. You can learn a lot from your peers on what education looks like in 
a COVID reality.

https://mediasite.com/ebooks/infographic-virtual-learning-never-sleeps
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #1

Make use of the content 
you already have
Ramping up a virtual learning initiative in a matter of weeks is an intimidating 
idea. But the good news is, you probably already have a lot of existing content 
that can be repurposed. Even though we’ve seen record numbers of new videos 
recorded since the start of the pandemic, Mediasite customers are uploading 
an even larger number of videos they already had. This valuable educational 
content that used to be scattered around various servers, portals, and personal 
computers is now searchable, streamable, and easily managed within Mediasite.

Have you thought of repurposing:

• Existing lecture slideshows to create on-demand lecture capture videos?

• Lab demonstrations?

• Guest lecturers or speakers?

• Public access educational videos?



“We’ve been engineering an 
online learning environment for 
four years now to create a more 
friendly and seamless way to 
o�er virtual classes to students. 
With the college’s decision to 
switch to remote learning due 
to COVID-19, the structure was 
already there.”

— Michelle Reed, Online Video Strategist,
Tri-C Online Learning and Academic Technology
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CUYAHOGA COMMUNITY COLLEGE (TRI-C)

Instructors re-purposed 
18,100 lesson videos for 
remote learning
CHALLENGE
• The college had to shut its physical doors due to the pandemic in the spring. 

• A leader in online learning with Mediasite for many years, the college was 
no stranger to video lessons. However, it needed to convert to 100 percent 
remote course delivery...and fast. 

SOLUTION
• Campus leaders developed a plan to re-purpose the 18,100+ lesson videos 

created with Mediasite over the past few years. 

• Tri-C embraced a successful combination of on-demand videos with 
Mediasite and real-time video conferencing to create an engaging 
environment for students. 

• Faculty created supplemental lectures using the personal video capture 
software, My Mediasite. 

• Instructional design leaders created an impressive faculty/student training 
program about how to best teach and learn with the tech. 

PAYOFF
• In four weeks, faculty created nearly 3,000 lecture videos that students 

viewed 53,600 times.

• Faculty and students are embracing online learning.
READ TRI-C’S STORY

https://sonicfoundry.com/newsroom/cuyahoga-community-college-tri-c-sees-rapid-remote-learning-growth-with-mediasite/
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #2

Integrate with your 
existing technology
Systems like your learning management systems are a critical part of your 
teaching and learning strategy, and so are the massive amounts of video 
students and instructors are creating daily with Mediasite – especially in this 
COVID reality. It’s only natural these components go hand-in-hand, as it’s proven 
that videos embedded into LMSs enhance student learning and retention. Make 
sure you use video technology that compliments your existing infrastructure. 

Have you considered? 

• Giving your lesson videos a central home in your LMS?

• Reducing the learning curve by letting students learn where they’re most 
comfortable — their LMS?

• Keeping videos organized and easy to manage?



“Academic video has been a top 
priority for us for many years, 
and we are pleased to see such 
an uptick in faculty and student 
use of Mediasite to create video 
lectures and assignments at 
home.”

— Professor Neil Morris, Dean of Digital Education, 
University of Leeds
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UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS

Rapid growth of Mediasite 
personal capture supports 
digital-first campus
CHALLENGE
• The university is home to one of the world’s largest automated video 

learning programs with Mediasite.
• No stranger to online learning, Leeds had to quickly pivot to a virtual campus 

in a matter of days at the start of the pandemic and ensure all of its 38,000 
students had access to the same quality education regardless of distance. 

SOLUTION
• Leeds developed the most relevant, e�ective and personalized online 

learning experience possible with Mediasite. 
• Faculty and students used the personal capture software My Mediasite to 

create, share and watch video lessons from home. 
• All the videos automatically go into its Blackboard LMS where faculty and 

students can access them.
• Videos are closed captioned via an integration in Mediasite to create even 

more accessible on-demand study tools.

PAYOFF
• Academic video with Mediasite is a top strategic initiative for Leeds with 

1M+ video views within a six-month time frame. 
• Leeds saw a rapid increase of 300,000+ views since the beginning of COVID. 
• Faculty now realize the full potential of video learning. 

READ LEEDS’ STORY 

https://sonicfoundry.com/newsroom/university-of-leeds-sees-rapid-growth-of-mediasite-personal-capture-to-support-online-learning/
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #3

Keep it simple, streamlined 
and searchable
What do you get when instructors and students use several di�erent video 
solutions to create and watch lessons and assignments? Videos posted 
all over the place – YouTube, your LMS, personal websites, etc., that’s 
what. Not to mention your wasted time and money trying to e�ectively 
manage all that content. An enterprise video platform like Mediasite:

• Ensures all videos can meet accessibility requirements

• Lowers technical burden on IT – and on students who  
only need to learn on one platform

• Builds value as you reach critical mass in a single portal

• Lets you manage your educational video a lot easier



“We chose Mediasite because 
we needed a central solution 
to create and manage all of our 
academic videos and the ability 
for faculty to create lecture 
content from their homes during 
this uncertain time.”

— Jan Fiedler, Center for Digitalisation/Digital Teaching 
and Learning, University of Applied Sciences Neu-Ulm
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UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES NEU-ULM

University selects 
Mediasite for online 
learning during 
COVID-19 outbreak
CHALLENGE
• Faculty used a variety of technologies to create lesson videos and 

published them across many channels. 

• The university planned a gradual rollout  of My Mediasite but the COVID-19 
outbreak prompted the need to quickly pivot to a virtual campus.

SOLUTION
• The international business school in Germany opted to rollout Mediasite for 

lecture capture and video management campus-wide quickly in the spring. 

• All faculty have the personal capture software to create asynchronous 
lecture videos from home for students to watch anywhere. 

• Mediasite allows videos to be created and hosted in one place and also be 
accessed directly in the school’s Moodle LMS. 

PAYOFF
• Faculty can upload hundreds of hours of legacy e-learning content into 

Mediasite.

• Legacy content and new videos are tagged and categorized so viewers 
can easily search across libraries of content.

• The videos are easily accessible to students and will supplement future 
courses, too. 

READ NEU-ULM’S STORY

https://sonicfoundry.com/newsroom/university-of-applied-sciences-neu-ulm-selects-mediasite-for-online-learning-during-covid-19-outbreak/
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #4

Look to the future
Education was already moving to virtual. The pandemic just accelerated the 
timeline a little. So, don’t look for stop-gap measures, invest in a long-term 
strategy for the future so you can come out of this pandemic on top. This is your 
opportunity to leapfrog (or to be leap frogged!). 



“The epidemic sped up the 
timeline of our plans to 
move toward a new learning 
ecosystem we envision for 
XJTLU’s future that blends 
the best of online and onsite 
education methodologies.”

— Professor Youmin Xi, Executive President, 
Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University
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XI’AN JIAOTONG-LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY (XJTLU)

Coronavirus prompts 
university to convert to 
virtual campus in days
CHALLENGE
• At the start of the pandemic, XJTLU needed to avoid the spread of the 

infection between and beyond campuses.

• It already had the tech infrastructure in place for online learning with 
Mediasite for its 14,000 students. It needed to go a step further and convert 
to a fully virtual campus amidst quarantines and travel bans. 

SOLUTION
• XJTLU opened virtual doors with Mediasite by fast-tracking a massive 

expansion that gave all faculty access to My Mediasite personal capture 
software.

• In a matter of days, it converted to an online campus, with 70 percent of the 
450 courses available online via Mediasite.  

• XJTLU worked closely with Mediasite’s professional services team to 
accelerate its video strategy. 

PAYOFF
• In the first two days, faculty created more than 2,000 lecture videos that 

students viewed nearly 100,000 times in the Moodle LMS.

• Nearly all students began studying on time. 
READ XJTLU’S STORY

https://sonicfoundry.com/newsroom/xian-jiaotong-liverpool-university-converts-to-online-campus-in-days-with-mediasite-during-coronavirus-outbreak/
https://mediasite.com/casestudies/xian-jiaotong-liverpool-university/
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #5

Use technology to  
build community
We may be learning from a distance, but we can all be virtually together. 
Technology, when leveraged to its full potential, can help produce virtual learning 
experiences that are personal and e�ective. This doesn’t stop in the classroom 
either. Think about how you can unite your broader campus community, too. The 
goal is to create a rich experience regardless of location. Using the right tools 
creates that sense of community and has the potential to transform teaching, 
learning and communicating to new heights.

Have you considered:

• Live streaming your campus events to engage with your alumni and the 
public? Think commencements, guest speakers, sporting events, etc.

• Using streaming video to deliver important school communications to students 
and parents? 

• Tapping into new student markets with video? 



Photo credit: ©Villanova University
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VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY 

Augustinian Catholic 
university live streams 
Easter mass to 11k people
CHALLENGE
• The university needed to cancel its in-person events but keep its 

surrounding community (parents, alumni and the general public) engaged 
while the campus closed amidst COVID-19. 

• As an Augustinian Catholic university, it sought to unify the larger 
community during its Palm Sunday and Easter masses.

SOLUTION
• The university, which already uses Mediasite for online learning, worked 

with the Mediasite Events team to live stream the services to the broader 
community.

PAYOFF
• The Easter Mass, livestreamed to 11,000 viewers, was the largest streamed 

event and is believed to be the best attended mass in university history. 

https://twitter.com/kevinchupka/status/1246797164698914818
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #6

Plan for uncertainty  
with flexibility
No one knows what the future holds. Lockdowns will likely come and 
go again, and we need to be prepared for any situation. Make sure you 
have the flexibility to go hybrid or fully online at a drop of the hat to 
ensure that your teaching and learning won’t be disrupted. Let’s give 
students as much normalcy as possible in this unprecedented time. 

Have you asked yourself these questions?

• Does my infrastructure have enough bandwidth to handle the massive 
increase in video viewership outside my network?

• Should I consider moving to the cloud?

• Is my video content secure?

• Am I creating the most engaging virtual learning experience possible to 
students? Do I have interactivity tools like video quizzes and live chat? 



“It’s been amazing how everyone 
has pulled together to ensure our 
students are successful during this 
new reality. We were lucky enough 
to already have Mediasite and 
other collaborative tools up and 
running when the pandemic first hit, 
and that made all the di�erence.”

— Amber Schaefer, Educational Technology Administrator, 
Western University of Health Sciences
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WESTERN UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES

University engages med 
students from a distance
CHALLENGE
• The university needed to maintain continuity of education while its 

campuses in California and Oregon closed. 

• Some of its courses could be conducted remotely but much of the medical 
curriculum was hands-on. They needed to create an environment where 
students felt engaged. 

• Already a Mediasite user, the school had the tools necessary to go remote 
but it had to act fast.

SOLUTION
• The university pivoted quickly to virtual learning with a mix of Mediasite  

video lectures and collaborative Zoom and Microsoft Teams calls.

• Instructors prepared for all possible scenarios with Mediasite at the heart of 
its teaching and learning strategy.

• All videos are available in their Blackboard, Canvas and Elentra LMSs.

PAYOFF
• The university is nearing 1M views from its students, due to the massive 

online learning bump during the spring campus shutdown. A significant 
portion came from students since March alone. 

• The campus was ready to pivot for any scenario in the spring and for any 
future closures. READ WHSU’S STORY 

https://sonicfoundry.com/newsroom/western-university-of-health-sciences-plans-for-hybrid-fall-with-mediasite/
https://mediasite.com/casestudies/western-university-of-health-sciences/
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #7

Seek scalable and  
cost-e�ective solutions 
Yes, COVID has forever changed the educational landscape. But that 
doesn’t have to be a bad thing. This is your time to embrace technology to 
the fullest and see how it can help students learn even better. That doesn’t 
have to mean lots of dollar signs, either. There are a�ordable, creative and 
cost-e�ective solutions that can scale to meet your budget. You just have 
to be prepared to embrace the unknown and think outside the box a little. 



“It can be easy to be 
overwhelmed by classroom 
technology, but recording from 
home with Mediasite is very easy. 
I feel prepared to teach online 
classes this fall, and I encourage 
instructors who are hesitant to 
embrace video technology and 
start creating their own videos.”

— Francine Long, Math Instructor,  
Edgecombe Community College
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EDGECOMBE COMMUNITY COLLEGE 

College replaces 
outdated tech with 
cost-e�ective Mediasite
CHALLENGE
• The college needed a robust tech to make learning engaging and 

interactive despite distance during shutdowns. 

• Prior to the pandemic, the North Carolina school used an outdated 
screen capture tech that wasn’t viable for online lectures. 

• It needed a cost-e�ective option to keep classes going. 

SOLUTION
• The college is a member of the North Carolina Research and Education 

Network run by MCNC, a Mediasite partner. 

• All K-20 schools in the state have access to cost-e�ective tech like 
Mediasite for digital learning initiatives. 

• Edgecombe selected Mediasite to create video lectures for students to 
watch online.

PAYOFF
• The college saw strong faculty adoption with expected growth during 

the fall hybrid semester. 

• All videos created automatically go into the college’s Moodle LMS. READ WHSU’S STORY 

https://mediasite.com/casestudies/edgecombe-community-college/
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VIRTUAL LEARNING SUCCESS TREND #8

Distinguish between 
synchronous and 
asynchronous learning
And use them di�erently. Think of it this way: if conferencing 
systems like Zoom are your virtual, realtime classrooms, on-demand 
streaming video is your textbook. Make sure you’re maximizing 
the value of your synchronous time with students by flipping your 
classroom. Let your students watch lesson videos on their own 
time and spend class time engaging in dynamic discussions.  



“Mediasite is at the heart of our 
video strategy. Everything was in 
place prior, and it took us less than 
a week to pivot to virtual. The fall 
semester will be an adjustment, 
but we’re confident our students 
and faculty will have an engaging 
and comfortable teaching and 
learning experience.” 

—Michael Wright, Director, Academic Technology, NEOMED
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NORTHEAST OHIO MEDICAL UNIVERSITY (NEOMED) 

University leverages 
Mediasite + Zoom to 
deliver e�ective live 
instruction
CHALLENGE
• The longtime Mediasite user needed a plan to deliver e�ective medical 

education from a distance amidst campus closures and mandated social 
distancing. 

SOLUTION
• The campus used Mediasite to perfect a rotating schedule for onsite and 

online students. 

• They used an essential mix of Mediasite streaming live and on-demand 
video lectures and Zoom collaborative calls.

• All instructors record lessons with Mediasite for students to watch prior to 
class in their Sakai LMS. Class time is spent collaborating via Zoom.

• They also capture simulations and share live streams with students from its 
gross anatomy lab.

PAYOFF
• Students will still get a front row seat to all classes, demos, simulations and 

campus events.

• The Zoom recordings benefit from Mediasite’s robust accessibility tools, 
video and caption editing capabilities, back-end analytics and more.

LEARN MORE

https://sonicfoundry.com/newsroom/northeast-ohio-medical-university-plans-for-virtual-fall-with-mediasite/
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Ready to embrace hybrid 
learning with Mediasite?
Hear from experts at Mediasite and education leaders in this webinar, 
“Redefining and Supporting Learning Environments in a COVID World – What 
You Need to Know.” You’ll reflect on learning with tech pre-COVID and how you 
can strategize and position yourself for the future unknowns. 

WATCH THE 
WEBINAR NOW

www.sonicfoundry.com/resource/mediasite-enhances-engagement/
https://mediasite.com/webinars/redefining-and-supporting-learning-environments-in-a-covid-world-what-you-need-to-know/
https://mediasite.com/webinars/redefining-and-supporting-learning-environments-in-a-covid-world-what-you-need-to-know/



